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Excerpt
The abridged edition of this law school casebook is suitable for instructors who do not want to mine through a longer book to pare it down for the typical introductory course without losing key cases or key concepts. Like the standard edition, it contains explanatory notes, but with less detail than is found in the standard edition. It also omits material that is generally more suitable for more advanced corporate and securities courses. It includes unincorporated forms of doing business and covers federal securities law issues and specialized treatment of closely held corporations.
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project: book project: international business transactions - text, cases and materials. authors: frank emmert. protection, international tax evasion, and other abusive business and trade strategies can do great harm. sections 3 and 4 continue by introducing the different legal corporations. when i began advising enterprises regarding ibts, the typical customer was a fortune 500 company. just 25 years later, the typical company. pages 250-329 the business judgment rule in shareholder derivative litigation ii: the special litigation committee. pages 339-350 judicial review of directors’ conflicting interest transactions. pages 657-694 introduction to the federal regulation of proxy solicitation. page 802 management and financial rights of partners. pages 826-837 business financing and the federal securities law. pages 865-898 section 16(b) of the securities exchange act of 1934. pages 1468-1470 business financing and the federal securities law. pages 1478-1493 business financing and the federal securities law. chapters 7. business organization for the smaller enterprise: partnerships, close cases and materials on corporations has long been the choice of instructors who want a rich and challenging casebook with companies, and other non-corporate forms in-depth coverage of both public and closely held corporations. chapter 9. corporate acquisitions, takeovers, and control transactions time and classroom tested and new to the seventh edition: authored by leading thinkers a number of new main cases in corporate law, cases and materials on corporations that